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by Jo Ferguson

I
n our last issue (Spring 2013) I wrote an
article about modern quilting, in which I
introduced you to Holly Broadland and the

Vancouver Modern QG. At the time of our
interview, in December, Holly and her guild
were gearing up for QuiltCon, the inaugural
modern quilting show and conference. It
was held in Austin, Texas, from Feb 21-24,
2013. Eight members of the Vancouver
MQG attended the event and I would like to
thank Holly for sending me an update of
their experience. 
As you may remember, Holly had entered

the QuiltCon block challenge prior to the
show. Members were to make quilt blocks,
based on the QuiltCon logo colours, which
showed what modern quilting meant to
them. Modern QG Board member Elizabeth
Hartman chose her favourites to make a
quilt, which would be displayed at QuiltCon
and raffled off to a lucky winner. Holly’s
block was chosen for this quilt. I’ve included
a photo of Holly, pointing to her block on
the challenge quilt. You can see a larger 
picture of her block in the spring issue.
The remaining challenge blocks were

made into twin-sized quilts for the Austin
Children’s Shelter, as a thank-you to Austin
for hosting the conference. There were
enough blocks left over to make nearly fifty
quilts. The Vancouver MQG made one of
these quilts. The photo of their charity quilt
was taken by Heather Campbell. Guild
members Liz Tius (left) and Joan Nicholson
(right) both worked on the quilt.
Holly wrote, “Along with 6400 other

attendees, we marvelled at the spectacular
modern quilts in the show. VMQG members
contributed to nine quilts on display, includ-
ing our QuiltCon Challenge charity quilt.
VMQG member Felicity Ronaghan won two
honourable mention ribbons and many
other Canadians’ works were shown with
some quilts placing in innovative categories,
such as Use of Negative Space.” 

She continued, “In addition to the show,
there were dozens of workshops, lectures
and demos to attend. There were also dozens
of vendors and I’m sure all of our bags were
a lot heavier on the trip home.” Holly ended
with “The Modern Quilt Guild team
(including dozens of volunteers like VMQG
Arita Rai) pulled off an incredible first-of-its-
kind modern quilting event and we’re eager-
ly looking forward to the next QuiltCon to
be held in February 2015.”
Would you like to know more about

QuiltCon? Craftsy.com is offering several of
the QuiltCon lectures for free. Simply go to
Craftsy.com and search for the QuiltCon
lecture series. You can also go to the
Vancouver MQG’s website, vancouvermodern
quiltguild.ca, for several in depth postings on
the event. Their site is full of inspiration and
well worth checking out.
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Holly Broadland points to her Mondrian style
block used on the QuiltCon challenge quilt
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Liz Tius and Joan Nicholson worked on this twin size quilt for the Austin Children’s Shelter


